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Course  objectives:  

To acquire the knowledge of theory and didactics of activity games focusing on its application in sports training, 
physical education, and recreational physical activities. 

Brief course overview:  
1. AG used in the introductory part of training unit or lesson, during warm-up (tags; challenge games such as 

`red rover`, `musical chairs`, `mother may I`; games dealing with forerunning such as `red light green light`; 
games about teasing the players such as `duck, duck, goose`).  

2. AG for the improvement of speed ability (tags; games using bats as in baseball or wiffle ball; games dealing 
with hitting a target as in `dodgeball`). 

3. AG for the improvement of coordination ability (bouncing games such as `four square`; games dealing with 
hitting a target; obstacle courses). 

4. AG for the improvement strength ability (impact games such as `leap frog`; games dealing with hitting a 
target; games concerned with jumps). 

5. AG for the improvement of endurance ability (games concerned with scatting the players; impact games; 
games dealing with passing the ball as `hot potato`). 

6. AG using balls (games dealing with passing the ball; games dealing with hitting a target; games concerned 
with scatting the players; bouncing games). 

7. AG for the drill and improvement of activities performed in ball-games (basketball, football, handball and 
volleyball activity games). 

8. AG for the improvement of tactics (tags; games dealing with hitting a target; games dealing with passing the 
ball). 

9. Games concerned with runs and hits (with two or four tees).  
10. AG using unconventional tools (feathery balls, pendulous balls, Frisbees).  
11. – 14. Methodical supervision of a lesson – demonstration of AG examined in a seminar paper according to the 

study program and specialization. 
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